
So every time Grandma comes to the house she asks “Where do you live dear?” to my dad and 

“Where were you born?” Then she makes her way to the gumtree, looming over from the next door 

neighbour’s, leaves shimmering like shoals of radiant fish as they billow in some Aeolian tide. She 

stands under, submerged in memories; a botanist whose lost the words to talk about a world in 

which she was once so fluent 

 and says: 

“Isn’t it marvellous” every time, as if she can’t remember the last time ( last week ) she stood beneath 

the same tree saying the same 

thing. 

Our house ( in Speldhurst by the way ) is named after an Australian flower: Waratah. The gumtree is not 

native to England and neither are we, i think as i look at my Grandma  

looking up through the canopy. 

i feel about as English as a Chicken Tikka Masala – assembled in situ but born from another land, 

another culture  with constituents from continents that just are not the one on which i stand.  

My roots are in places other ( although every time i am in another place i definitely play upon those aspects of Englishness i do 

have ( a twisted self-depreciating humour, social awkwardness, obsession with the perfect  cup of tea and my affinity for UK dance music (  i’m sorry - rest of the world - but you’ve missed a treat ) ). 

This is probably because i’ve grown so comfortable with difference that, everywhere i go i have this subconscious resistance to  fitting in ) 

and, although this is where i’ve grown i’ve never felt like i’ve really grown from  

here. 

My Grandparents, on the Australian side in particular, i feel tried ( in the way that many immigrants do ) to 

assimilate an Englishness that wasn’t their birth right … and in many aspects succeeded ( i remember 

family meals where the last slice of cake would be passed, ad infinitum around a table of relatives who were all politely declining but all 

secretly wanting ( being a kid at these dinners ( also the kid with perhaps the biggest appetite and the smallest sense of shame ) i was the recipient of the fair share of these and i will be apologizing to no 

one ) ) in that assimilation but as they got older their house, and eventually their flat filled up more 

and more with images of the sun bleached Victorian bush – that kind of extremely beautiful but also 

extremely ugly wilderness of the south eastern Australian landscape which is so alien when 

contrasted with the green and pleasant lands of south east ( the garden of ) England. Constant 

correspondence with Australian family and a family tree with roots going back to ( and sometimes beyond ) 

the very beginning of the shallow time frame permitted by colonialism became a preoccupation. 

It feels that with my Grandma’s forgetting, all of these attempts to anglicise have fallen away, to 

leave her craning her neck to look up into the distant shimmering of the gum leaves as they dance 

dreamily in the ( decidedly less intense ) Kentish summer sun. 

“Isn’t it marvellous” she says again and again as the rest of the record’s grooves disintegrate and 

flake away into ash and ill-defined sticky residue ( fun fact but Eucalypts, like the gum tree propagate through flame; 

the sap ( Eucalyptus oil ) is incredibly volatile and on the most hot an arid days you can make out this blue rippling above the trees, a vapour 

that will go up in an instant if any spark is struck. Luckily this isn’t so much a concern in England ( by the time climate change has rendered England 

susceptible to bush fires, Australia will be a charred and blackened mole on the face of an Earth totally devoid of human life ). ) to leave her on the same 

track she was on as a school girl, growing up in Glen Iris and gazing, neck craned up at the gauzy gum 

trees by the creek, maybe squinting as white light dapples, softly strobing through the  



leaves rustling 

and the smell, 

and the Magpies with their 

red eyes and science fiction bird call 

and the Kookaburras  

laughing to the side. 

There is no now and what has led up to the now which isn’t                                                                                        

_                                                                                                 is flaking, breaking and falling away.                   

There has been no longer Sevenoaks, no Penshurst, no Hendon, no teaching, no anything: raising 

two kids, swimming every day, walking in Knole park and bark rubbing with the grand kids ( to whom 

she imparted the names of plants and trees ) and  

cooking lavish family meals and 

the fabrication of wedding dresses and bride’s maid’s and veils. 

She talks of her parents ( of mum and dad ) and of Jean and of how she knew that there were US 

servicemen in Melbourne because her sister ( Jean ) may have been bringing some home. 

My Grandma of ten years ago would never have said anything of that sort. 

- 

i was rocked to consciousness this morning by the throaty growl of chainsaws biting into wood and 

the rattle, clatter and rasps of the branches and leaves, shaking, breaking and eventually falling to 

the grass. i can’t go to my studio ( my little Eden at the foot of the garden  ) and i can hardly look out the 

window, i can’t attribute words, make sense of or fathom any kind of meaning.  

i drink my tea in a cold silence as my doorway to another life is felled and i think of Grandma’s 

memories coming down one branch at a time. 

 

Turns out i know the tree surgeons; 

old friends of mine … lovely people … smiling as they 

do the job they’ve been hired for  

outside on a balmy day under the Kentish summer sun. 

i invite them in for a tea and am secretly glad when they decline as 

i’m totally unable to reconcile and separate my friends from this violence which has apparently cut 

deep. 



The neighbour who commissioned the tree surgeons to fell 

every tree in his garden 

( because according to my parents there were too many trees and his garden was cast in the shade ( he’s English … English people are worse than 

vampires … they despise the sun ) and also apparently that the enormous gum trees were blocking the view ( i did point out that the view was in essence just 

more trees … slightly further away ) ) 

seems like a nice guy. 

He’s my age ( i guess if you’re not an artist maybe it’s possible to do things like “buy a house” ) 

and we still say “Hi” to each other as i walk up the garden 

through the sawdust and the 

overwhelming smell of 

 

Eucalyptus . 

 

 


